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Figure 5:
a: Equivalent potential temperature contours (climatology, black; trends, colors) for the multi-
reanalyses mean. b: Same as a but for RCP8.5. c: Same as b but where trends at the 
midlatitude near-surface were normalized to 1 before calculating the multi-model mean and then 
rescaled by the multi-reanalyses mean midlatitude near-surface trend. d-f: Same as a-c but for 
(dry) potential temperature. g: In blue, the histogram of simulated August Arctic lapse rate trend 
in the RCP85 simulations. In green, the same but computed using a simple scaling of 
midlatitude near-surface equivalent potential temperature trend. h: As in g but for reanalyses.
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in the RCP85 simulations. In green, the same but computed using a simple scaling of 
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reanalyses mean. b: Same as a but for RCP8.5. c: Same as b but where trends at the 
midlatitude near-surface were normalized to 1 before calculating the multi-model mean and then 
rescaled by the multi-reanalyses mean midlatitude near-surface trend. d-f: Same as a-c but for 
(dry) potential temperature. g: In blue, the histogram of simulated August Arctic lapse rate trend 
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Figure 2:
a: Same as Fig. 1a but with the solid line showing the reanalyses mean and the thin lines 
showing a simulation from all the RCPs and AMIP experiments. bc: Same as Fig. 1b-c, 
respectively, but with the simulations of a. d: z-score that null-hypothesis that correlations in a 
are symmetric about 0 days lag for reanalyses (solid), AMIP (dotted) and the different RCPs 
(dashed). e: Same as d but for the correlations in b. f-g: Same as Fig. 1d-e but for the RCP8.5 
multi-model mean. h: Histogram of maximum detrended correlation for all simulations between 
mid-July and mid-September between lags -15 days and 15 days for the near-surface to 500 
hPa in midlatitudes (red) and in the Arctic (yellow) and between lags -45 days and -15 days for 
the near-surface midlatitudes to 500hPa Arctic (blue). Reanalyses are indicated with lines. The 
solid line indicates JRA55AMIP.
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Figure 1:
a: August lead-lag detrended correlation between the near-surface and the 500hPa level in 
midlatitudes for modern reanalysis products and the JRA55AMIP (outlier with low correation, 
solid line). Negative lags means that the near-surface leads. b: Same as a but in the Arctic. c: 
Same as a but near-surface is in midlatitudes and 500hPa is in the Arctic. d: Multi-reanalysies 
mean detrended regression ! between the near-surface and 500hPa at 0 days lag. e: Same as 
d but at -30 days lag. f: Schematic of the meridional overturning circulation and the color-coded 
correlations displayed in a-c.
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Evolution of the Arctic Summer temperature profile
Moist adiabatic ascent followed by subsidence in the Arctic from the atmospheric circulation 
inferred by the lead-lag correlations presented here suggests that midlatitude temperature and 
moisture might constrain warming under anthropogenic forcing [Laliberté and Kushner, 2013].
The correlations have sensitivities 𝜆, recovered using a linear regression between:
1) a  midlatitude  surface  (MNS)  𝜃e  predictor  and  a  midlatitude  tropospheric  (MMT)  𝜃e  

response;
2) an Arctic tropospheric (AMT) 𝜃e predictor and an Arctic surface (ANS) 𝜃e  response.
3) a midlatitude surface (MNS) 𝜃e predictor and an Arctic tropospheric (AMT) 𝜃e  response;
These sensitivities can then be used to rescale the trend in predictor to match the trend in response (shown on 
the right in d, e and f, respectively). Because it results in a close one-to-one match, it means that:
i) sensitivities and MNS 𝜃e changes determine (the magenta line lands on the diagonal in f) AMT 𝜃e changes,
ii) which, in turns, determines most but not all (the magenta line lands slightly below the diagonal in e) ANS 𝜃e  

changes.
As a result, the inter model distribution in measured Summer Arctic lapse rate trends can be mostly inferred 
from sensitivities and midlatitude surface 𝜃e trends (shown in g).

Lead-lag correlations between the midlatitude near-surface (MNS) 
and the Arctic midtroposphere (AMT)
Correlations  between  detrended  MNS  𝜃e  anomalies  and  detrended 
AMT 𝜃e anomalies at different dates and lags shows a signal at the late 
summer AMT from MNS anomalies 20 to 40 days earlier.  This  is  a 
clearly seasonal signal that occurs when the Northern Atmosphere is 

very warm and moist. 

Summary
a) In reanalyses, a strong signal links temperature and moisture anomalies from the midlatitudes to the Arctic 
midtrosphere in late summer.
b) In MERRA, this linkage is covariant with meridional heat influxes. These influxes have a strong trend but so 
does the reanalysis nudging, suggesting that models might not be able to consistently reproduce this linkage.

Summary
Our investigation of CMIP5 models shows that:

a) Simulations capture the dynamics of the Summer high latitude atmospheric circulation;
b) Sensitivities obtained from model dynamics link trends along the different branches of 
the mid-to-high latitude atmospheric circulation;
c) These sensitivities and the midlatitude surface 𝜃e trends (driven in large part by moisture 

trends) suggest that moist adiabatic ascent from midlatitude is sufficient to explain the inter 
model distribution in Summer Arctic lapse rate trends under anthropogenic forcing. 

Lead-lag correlation in Summer
The meridional  overturning circulation (depicted on the right)  drives  different  lead-lag correlations 
along its different branches. The moist adiabatic ascent of midlatitude air in the Arctic (blue arrows on 
the right) can be measured between MNS 𝜃e and AMT 𝜃e (shown in c above with thick lines).  The other 
branches of  the circulation (ascent  in midlatitudes,  red,  and subsidence at  the pole,  yellow) can be 
measured similarly (a and c above). Models from the Coupled Model intercomparison projects (CMIP5) 
present  a  picture similar  to reanalyses (thin lines above)  albeit  their  correlations are less  robust  for 
ascents from the midlatitudes to the Arctic (shown in c).  The histogram shown above confirms that 
although the ensemble capture this linkage, any single simulation might not. 

Abstract
In  both  observational  and  modeling  studies,  Arctic 
amplification is not only observed near the Arctic surface 
but is also noticeable in the whole atmospheric column, 
especially during the summer months. While near-surface 
Arctic  warming  has  been  attributed  to  reduced  sea  ice 
cover  and  increased  ocean  heat  transports, 
midtropospheric Arctic warming, on the other hand, has 
been more closely associated with intensified atmospheric 
heat  transport  driven  by  midlatitude  surface  warming. 
The mechanisms that could intensify the atmospheric heat 
transport  under  anthropogenic  forcing  have  however 
received  little  attention  and  are  currently  not  well 
understood.

1. Introduction 2. Previous Results: Summer propagation of 𝜃e anomalies from midlatitudes to the Arctic in MERRA 
and ERA-INTERIM [Laliberté & Kushner 2014]

Linkages between midlatitude humidity and summer amplification of Arctic 
midtropospheric warming
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Initial condition experiments 
[Fajber et al., in prep.]

• Initial condition experiments in a Simple Moist GCM 
with anomalies specified at different latitudes show a 
propagation from the midlatitudes to the Arctic,

• Anomalies close to the Arctic cannot propagate high in 
the troposphere,

• Anomalies  are  constrained  to  lie  below  their  source 
moist isentrope,

• Equivalent  pot.  temperature  (𝜃e)  anomalies  reaching 
the Arctic are always slightly lower than at their source; 
this is expected because it is an adiabatic invariant on 
short time scales.

3. Results: Summer propagation of warming from midlatitudes to the Arctic in models

August AMT heat budget
In MERRA, the climatology (top right) shows a balance 
between radiative cooling and meridional heat influx. 
Vertical heat influxes are also non-negligible.
However,  interannual  August  AMT  𝜃e  anomalies  are 
mostly driven by meridional heat influxes, with some 
persistence from July and some impact  from vertical 
convergence  (middle  right).  Surprisingly,  the 
interannual  variability  in reanalysis  nudging appears 
to be more important than radiation.
Over long time scales the heat budget is mostly closed, so the trends from the 
different  components are in balance (bottom right)  and the main balance is 
between the trend in meridional heat influx, the trend in radiative cooling and 
the trend in reanalysis nudging. 

MERRA, MERRA2, CFSR, JRA55, ERA-
INTERIM, JRA55C, 20Crv2c, ERA-20c

FIG. 3. Zonal mean profiles of the perturbation of qe (filled contours) averaged over days 10-20 for all

perturbation experiments. The solid lines show the zonal mean distribution of qe for the control experiment and

the dashed show the zonal mean distribution of q for the control experiment; the contour interval is 20K and the

lowest isentrope is 270K.
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detrended right-hand side of Eq. (5). We see that
fuejAMTgAugust is positively correlated with fuejAMTgJuly
and with the MERIDIONAL component. The latter
is the main contributor to the interannual variability.
The vertical convergence BOTTOM 1 TOP and the
NUDGING are both negatively correlated with
fuejAMTgAugust. The NUDGING contributes to the cor-
relation with fuejAMTgAugust by as much as 1/5 of the
contribution from MERIDIONAL. The NUDGING
thus plays here an outsize role. This is also true for trends
associated with these different terms (shown in Table 1).
The trends of all quantities but BOTTOM 1 TOP are
significant. In particular, we see significant trends in
MERIDIONAL, RADIATION, and NUDGING. The
trends from these three quantities almost sum up to
zero. Unfortunately, we cannot identify which compo-
nent of the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] the NUDGING
trend is compensating for. While our analysis would
suggest that the August AMT heat content variability is
controlled by the variability in MERIDIONAL heat
fluxes into the AMT, the NUDGING adds uncertainty to
this inference, especially if one would like to understand

what controls the trend found in the reanalysis. This
nevertheless shows that the dominant mechanism driving
the August AMT heat content variability is also an im-
portant contributor to the secular trend.

d. Composites of influx events

A large fraction of the MERIDIONAL component in
the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] is the result of several
more or less discrete influx events. To demonstrate this,
we show in Fig. 8 a Hovmöller diagram of normalized
meridional heat flux anomalies into the AMT for 1981
over July andAugust (see section 2c for themethod used
to compute these anomalies). There is nothing particu-
lar about 1981, except that it represents well the inter-
mittent nature of meridional heat fluxes, with events
easily identified around 20 July, 10 August, and 25 Au-
gust. We describe in section 2d a method to identify and
order these events based on how much they contribute to
the MERIDIONAL component. We apply this method
every year to find the five events with the largest fractional
contribution to the MERIDIONAL component, and we
list in Table 2 their climatological fractional contribution.
The event with the largest fractional contribution ac-
counts for a quarter of the MERIDIONAL component
and the fractional contribution from the three largest is
0.57.Messori andCzaja (2013) obtained similar fractional
contributions for the heat flux at 850 hPa using a different
definition of extreme events (their Table 2). To quantify
the time scale of these events and their effect on the
Arctic tropospheric column heat content, we have per-
formed a composite analysis of these events. For every
year, we have chosen the event with the largest fractional
contribution (listed in Table 3) and composited events for
the entire reanalysis record, except for the year 2010
because of missing data.
In the top panel of Fig. 9 we show the composite of

normalized meridional heat fluxes anomalies into the
AMT from these events. The result is an anomaly prop-
agating poleward over a time scale of approximately
5 days. This is comparable to the time scale of warm
events into the Arctic found by Graversen et al. (2008).

FIG. 7. (top) The climatology for each term of the entropy bal-
ance in July–August. (middle) The August interannual anomalies
of fduejAMTgAugust computed in two different ways: 1) directly
(black) and 2) from the right-hand side of Eq. (5) (gray). (bottom)
The detrended covariances of fuejAMTgAugust with the different
terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Covariances are normalized
by the product of the detrended standard deviations of
fuejAMTgAugust and of the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Note that year
2010 was excluded from this analysis.

TABLE 1. Trends in the different terms of Eq. (5) in kelvins per
decade. The uncertainty corresponds to the 95th percentile of the
t test.

Trend (Kdecade21)

MERIDIONAL 1.99 6 1.19
BOTTOM 1 TOP 20.18 6 1.13
fuejAMTgJuly 0.40 6 0.27
RADIATION 20.95 6 0.19
NUDGING 21.09 6 0.61
fuejAMTgAugust 0.51 6 0.38
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detrended right-hand side of Eq. (5). We see that
fuejAMTgAugust is positively correlated with fuejAMTgJuly
and with the MERIDIONAL component. The latter
is the main contributor to the interannual variability.
The vertical convergence BOTTOM 1 TOP and the
NUDGING are both negatively correlated with
fuejAMTgAugust. The NUDGING contributes to the cor-
relation with fuejAMTgAugust by as much as 1/5 of the
contribution from MERIDIONAL. The NUDGING
thus plays here an outsize role. This is also true for trends
associated with these different terms (shown in Table 1).
The trends of all quantities but BOTTOM 1 TOP are
significant. In particular, we see significant trends in
MERIDIONAL, RADIATION, and NUDGING. The
trends from these three quantities almost sum up to
zero. Unfortunately, we cannot identify which compo-
nent of the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] the NUDGING
trend is compensating for. While our analysis would
suggest that the August AMT heat content variability is
controlled by the variability in MERIDIONAL heat
fluxes into the AMT, the NUDGING adds uncertainty to
this inference, especially if one would like to understand

what controls the trend found in the reanalysis. This
nevertheless shows that the dominant mechanism driving
the August AMT heat content variability is also an im-
portant contributor to the secular trend.

d. Composites of influx events

A large fraction of the MERIDIONAL component in
the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] is the result of several
more or less discrete influx events. To demonstrate this,
we show in Fig. 8 a Hovmöller diagram of normalized
meridional heat flux anomalies into the AMT for 1981
over July andAugust (see section 2c for themethod used
to compute these anomalies). There is nothing particu-
lar about 1981, except that it represents well the inter-
mittent nature of meridional heat fluxes, with events
easily identified around 20 July, 10 August, and 25 Au-
gust. We describe in section 2d a method to identify and
order these events based on how much they contribute to
the MERIDIONAL component. We apply this method
every year to find the five events with the largest fractional
contribution to the MERIDIONAL component, and we
list in Table 2 their climatological fractional contribution.
The event with the largest fractional contribution ac-
counts for a quarter of the MERIDIONAL component
and the fractional contribution from the three largest is
0.57.Messori andCzaja (2013) obtained similar fractional
contributions for the heat flux at 850 hPa using a different
definition of extreme events (their Table 2). To quantify
the time scale of these events and their effect on the
Arctic tropospheric column heat content, we have per-
formed a composite analysis of these events. For every
year, we have chosen the event with the largest fractional
contribution (listed in Table 3) and composited events for
the entire reanalysis record, except for the year 2010
because of missing data.
In the top panel of Fig. 9 we show the composite of

normalized meridional heat fluxes anomalies into the
AMT from these events. The result is an anomaly prop-
agating poleward over a time scale of approximately
5 days. This is comparable to the time scale of warm
events into the Arctic found by Graversen et al. (2008).

FIG. 7. (top) The climatology for each term of the entropy bal-
ance in July–August. (middle) The August interannual anomalies
of fduejAMTgAugust computed in two different ways: 1) directly
(black) and 2) from the right-hand side of Eq. (5) (gray). (bottom)
The detrended covariances of fuejAMTgAugust with the different
terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Covariances are normalized
by the product of the detrended standard deviations of
fuejAMTgAugust and of the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Note that year
2010 was excluded from this analysis.

TABLE 1. Trends in the different terms of Eq. (5) in kelvins per
decade. The uncertainty corresponds to the 95th percentile of the
t test.

Trend (Kdecade21)

MERIDIONAL 1.99 6 1.19
BOTTOM 1 TOP 20.18 6 1.13
fuejAMTgJuly 0.40 6 0.27
RADIATION 20.95 6 0.19
NUDGING 21.09 6 0.61
fuejAMTgAugust 0.51 6 0.38
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Figure 1:
a: August lead-lag detrended correlation between the near-surface and the 500hPa level in 
midlatitudes for modern reanalysis products and the JRA55AMIP (outlier with low correation, 
solid line). Negative lags means that the near-surface leads. b: Same as a but in the Arctic. c: 
Same as a but near-surface is in midlatitudes and 500hPa is in the Arctic. d: Multi-reanalysies 
mean detrended regression ! between the near-surface and 500hPa at 0 days lag. e: Same as 
d but at -30 days lag. f: Schematic of the meridional overturning circulation and the color-coded 
correlations displayed in a-c.
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Figure 2:
a: Same as Fig. 1a but with the solid line showing the reanalyses mean and the thin lines 
showing a simulation from all the RCPs and AMIP experiments. bc: Same as Fig. 1b-c, 
respectively, but with the simulations of a. d: z-score that null-hypothesis that correlations in a 
are symmetric about 0 days lag for reanalyses (solid), AMIP (dotted) and the different RCPs 
(dashed). e: Same as d but for the correlations in b. f-g: Same as Fig. 1d-e but for the RCP8.5 
multi-model mean. h: Histogram of maximum detrended correlation for all simulations between 
mid-July and mid-September between lags -15 days and 15 days for the near-surface to 500 
hPa in midlatitudes (red) and in the Arctic (yellow) and between lags -45 days and -15 days for 
the near-surface midlatitudes to 500hPa Arctic (blue). Reanalyses are indicated with lines. The 
solid line indicates JRA55AMIP.
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Figure 4:
a: At the top, regressions with trends of equivalent potential temperature anomalies in 
midlatitudes at 500hPa as response and at near-surface as predictor averaged between July 15 
and September 15 between -15 days and 15 days lag for days and lags with a cutoff correlation 
r > 0.29 against the same regression but with detrended anomalies for AMIP (square), RCPs 
(circles) and reanalyses (x). At the bottom, the same but with cutoff r > 0.9. b: Same as a but in 
the Arctic with the predictor at 500hPa and the response at the near-surface. The bottom plot 
has cutoff r > 0.8. c: Same as a but where the response is at 500hPa in the Arctic and the 
average is between -45 and -15 days lag (midlatitudes leads Arctic). The bottom plot has cutoff r 
> 0.6. d: In green, the midlatitude 500hPa equivalent potential temperature trend against the 
midlatitude near-surface equivalent potential temperature trend averaged over the period and 
lags with cutoff r as in bottom of a. Each symbol represent a simulation as in a. In magenta, the 
same but with x-axis rescaled by the corresponding ! in bottom of a. e: Same as d but in the 
Arctic and with instead the y-axis rescaled by the corresponding ! in bottom of b. f: Same as d 
but where the y-axis is in the Arctic with the averaging period and lags and the rescaling are as 
in c.
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detrended right-hand side of Eq. (5). We see that
fuejAMTgAugust is positively correlated with fuejAMTgJuly
and with the MERIDIONAL component. The latter
is the main contributor to the interannual variability.
The vertical convergence BOTTOM 1 TOP and the
NUDGING are both negatively correlated with
fuejAMTgAugust. The NUDGING contributes to the cor-
relation with fuejAMTgAugust by as much as 1/5 of the
contribution from MERIDIONAL. The NUDGING
thus plays here an outsize role. This is also true for trends
associated with these different terms (shown in Table 1).
The trends of all quantities but BOTTOM 1 TOP are
significant. In particular, we see significant trends in
MERIDIONAL, RADIATION, and NUDGING. The
trends from these three quantities almost sum up to
zero. Unfortunately, we cannot identify which compo-
nent of the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] the NUDGING
trend is compensating for. While our analysis would
suggest that the August AMT heat content variability is
controlled by the variability in MERIDIONAL heat
fluxes into the AMT, the NUDGING adds uncertainty to
this inference, especially if one would like to understand

what controls the trend found in the reanalysis. This
nevertheless shows that the dominant mechanism driving
the August AMT heat content variability is also an im-
portant contributor to the secular trend.

d. Composites of influx events

A large fraction of the MERIDIONAL component in
the entropy balance [Eq. (5)] is the result of several
more or less discrete influx events. To demonstrate this,
we show in Fig. 8 a Hovmöller diagram of normalized
meridional heat flux anomalies into the AMT for 1981
over July andAugust (see section 2c for themethod used
to compute these anomalies). There is nothing particu-
lar about 1981, except that it represents well the inter-
mittent nature of meridional heat fluxes, with events
easily identified around 20 July, 10 August, and 25 Au-
gust. We describe in section 2d a method to identify and
order these events based on how much they contribute to
the MERIDIONAL component. We apply this method
every year to find the five events with the largest fractional
contribution to the MERIDIONAL component, and we
list in Table 2 their climatological fractional contribution.
The event with the largest fractional contribution ac-
counts for a quarter of the MERIDIONAL component
and the fractional contribution from the three largest is
0.57.Messori andCzaja (2013) obtained similar fractional
contributions for the heat flux at 850 hPa using a different
definition of extreme events (their Table 2). To quantify
the time scale of these events and their effect on the
Arctic tropospheric column heat content, we have per-
formed a composite analysis of these events. For every
year, we have chosen the event with the largest fractional
contribution (listed in Table 3) and composited events for
the entire reanalysis record, except for the year 2010
because of missing data.
In the top panel of Fig. 9 we show the composite of

normalized meridional heat fluxes anomalies into the
AMT from these events. The result is an anomaly prop-
agating poleward over a time scale of approximately
5 days. This is comparable to the time scale of warm
events into the Arctic found by Graversen et al. (2008).

FIG. 7. (top) The climatology for each term of the entropy bal-
ance in July–August. (middle) The August interannual anomalies
of fduejAMTgAugust computed in two different ways: 1) directly
(black) and 2) from the right-hand side of Eq. (5) (gray). (bottom)
The detrended covariances of fuejAMTgAugust with the different
terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Covariances are normalized
by the product of the detrended standard deviations of
fuejAMTgAugust and of the right-hand side of Eq. (5). Note that year
2010 was excluded from this analysis.

TABLE 1. Trends in the different terms of Eq. (5) in kelvins per
decade. The uncertainty corresponds to the 95th percentile of the
t test.

Trend (Kdecade21)

MERIDIONAL 1.99 6 1.19
BOTTOM 1 TOP 20.18 6 1.13
fuejAMTgJuly 0.40 6 0.27
RADIATION 20.95 6 0.19
NUDGING 21.09 6 0.61
fuejAMTgAugust 0.51 6 0.38

5702 JOURNAL OF CL IMATE VOLUME 27The LK13 analysis of projected warming for SON in
CMIP5 simulations suggests that is only after the 2020–
30 period that the AMTwarming response emerges from
interannual variability: after that period, it becomes pos-
sible to statistically determine to which extent the AMT
warming response is consistentwith the homogenization of
due along huei surfaces. However, in LK13 the midlatitude
response homogenized along isentropes and the AMT
response during SON are not correlated in the twentieth-
century historical integrations (as exhibited for twomodels
in the bottom-center and bottom-right panels of Fig. 2 in
LK13). The reasons for this are being investigated, but the
differences in seasonality and signal strength suggest that
details of the midlatitude–AMT connection might be dis-
tinct in the CMIP5 simulations and the reanalyses.
The correlations at positive lags in Fig. 4 mean that

August AMT heat content is a relatively good predictor
of MNS heat content in September. If the dynamics tend
to homogenize heat content anomalies along surfaces of
constant huei as suggested by Fig. 5, then it would be
expected that it could act both ways, as suggested ear-
lier: August AMT heat content anomalies could cause
heat content anomalies at the MNS in September. Note

that September duejprop represents near-surface heat
content anomalies that are equatorward of the MNS,
which might explain why the correlations at positive lags
disappear in Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. (top left) Lag correlation of detrended duejAMT response on the x axis with detrended dujMNS predictor.
Strong correlations at negative lag mean that the MNS signal precedes the AMT signal. (middle left) Solid black
curve indicates the linear regression coefficient l at the negative lag with maximum correlation [solid black curve in
(top left)]. Using one-sided t tests, dark gray shading indicates inner quartiles and light tray shading indicates the
inner 95%. (bottom left) The duejAMT on 15 Aug in black and the product of l on 15 Aug with dujMNS on 15 Jul in
green. The two time series were not detrended in (bottom left). (right) As in (left), but with duejMNS instead of dujMNS

as the predictor. Results for REANALYSES are shown.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 (top right), (middle right), but with the pre-
dictor set to duejprop and the propagated due as in LK13. Results for
REANALYSES are shown.
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The LK13 analysis of projected warming for SON in
CMIP5 simulations suggests that is only after the 2020–
30 period that the AMTwarming response emerges from
interannual variability: after that period, it becomes pos-
sible to statistically determine to which extent the AMT
warming response is consistentwith the homogenization of
due along huei surfaces. However, in LK13 the midlatitude
response homogenized along isentropes and the AMT
response during SON are not correlated in the twentieth-
century historical integrations (as exhibited for twomodels
in the bottom-center and bottom-right panels of Fig. 2 in
LK13). The reasons for this are being investigated, but the
differences in seasonality and signal strength suggest that
details of the midlatitude–AMT connection might be dis-
tinct in the CMIP5 simulations and the reanalyses.
The correlations at positive lags in Fig. 4 mean that

August AMT heat content is a relatively good predictor
of MNS heat content in September. If the dynamics tend
to homogenize heat content anomalies along surfaces of
constant huei as suggested by Fig. 5, then it would be
expected that it could act both ways, as suggested ear-
lier: August AMT heat content anomalies could cause
heat content anomalies at the MNS in September. Note

that September duejprop represents near-surface heat
content anomalies that are equatorward of the MNS,
which might explain why the correlations at positive lags
disappear in Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. (top left) Lag correlation of detrended duejAMT response on the x axis with detrended dujMNS predictor.
Strong correlations at negative lag mean that the MNS signal precedes the AMT signal. (middle left) Solid black
curve indicates the linear regression coefficient l at the negative lag with maximum correlation [solid black curve in
(top left)]. Using one-sided t tests, dark gray shading indicates inner quartiles and light tray shading indicates the
inner 95%. (bottom left) The duejAMT on 15 Aug in black and the product of l on 15 Aug with dujMNS on 15 Jul in
green. The two time series were not detrended in (bottom left). (right) As in (left), but with duejMNS instead of dujMNS

as the predictor. Results for REANALYSES are shown.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 (top right), (middle right), but with the pre-
dictor set to duejprop and the propagated due as in LK13. Results for
REANALYSES are shown.
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We have thus described a connection between the
MNS and AMT in late summer where the total heat
content at the MNS appears to be dynamically driving
the heat content in the AMT. It remains, however, un-
clear which atmospheric phenomena mediate this con-
nection. Our analysis shows that a 31-day running mean
is enough to ensure that duejAMT is sufficiently homog-
enized so that we obtain a strong signal from theMNS to
the AMT. This would suggest that the phenomena at
play 1) reliably occur every year during July and August
and 2) have a strong moist component. Next, we show
that this connection is associated with meridional total
heat transport into the AMT and is associated with
mostly discrete heat flux events that occur reliably over
July and August.

c. High-latitude entropy balance

To demonstrate that total heat transport is likely to be
an important contributor to AMT variability, we look at
the entropy balance Eq. (3) over the AMT and integrate
it in time to obtain the August uejAMT in terms of the
July uejAMT, the radiative forcing, the analysis nudging,
and the heat convergence. We use Eq. (4) to compute
this balance:

fuejAMTgAugust ’ fuejAMTgJuly1RADIATION

1NUDGING1CONVERGENCE,

(5)

where CONVERGENCE is given by

CONVERGENCE5BOTTOM1TOP

1MERIDIONAL, (6)

the sum of the contributions from the different direc-
tions. We show in Fig. 6 a schematic of this balance. We
define STORAGEby the change in equivalent potential
temperature in the AMT between the month of July and
August,1

STORAGE5 fuejAMTgJuly2 fuejAMTgAugust .

STORAGE represents how much the AMT cools be-
tween July and August.
In the top panel of Fig. 7 we show the climatology of

these different terms and we see that the STORAGE
term is small and comparable to the NUDGING. The

RADIATION cooling is thus balanced almost exclu-
sively by the CONVERGENCE. More precisely, the
MERIDIONAL heat fluxes into the AMT are sufficient
to balance about 75% of the RADIATION and are thus
the dominant term in the CONVERGENCE of moist
entropy. This observation suggests that there is a mostly
meridional turnover of air masses in the AMT. This
would mean that August AMT temperatures are pri-
marily maintained by the large-scale circulation that
continuously replaces AMT air masses by new, warmer,
and moister ones from lower latitudes.
The fact that the main climatological balance is be-

tween MERIDIONAL heat fluxes and RADIATION
does not guarantee that this balance controls the AMT
variability. To assess this, we first plot in the middle panel
of Fig. 7 the time series of fuejAMTgAugust computed
directly in black and reconstructed from the right-hand
side of Eq. (5) in gray. Small errors were introduced
from the regridding and other approximations made
to obtain Eq. (3), resulting in a correlation between
the two time series of about 0.8. In the bottom panel of
Fig. 7, we then detrend each term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (5) and compute its covariance with the de-
trended fuejAMTgAugust. We normalize this covariance
by the product of the standard deviation of detrended
fuejAMTgAugust and the standard deviation of the

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram explaining the different contributors
setting the August equivalent potential temperature in the AMT.

1 The storagewas obtained bymultiplying cpdf[ ln (uejAMT/T0)Dp]

AMTgJuly 2 cpdf[ ln(uejAMT/T0)Dp]AMTgAugust with the linear con-

version factor a in Eq. (C1).
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FIG. 4. The ensemble mean perturbation from the control experiment between the (45,7.5) experiment and

the control run averaged over the northern polar cap (north of 75) for qe (filled) contours and q (lines). Note that

the units for q are 10�4kg/kg
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